MINUTES OF PARISH COUNCIL AGM
Thursday 25th May, 7pm Village Hall
PRESENT Parish Councillors: Paul Burton (Chairman) Brian Baker, Stephen Harnett,
David Hunt, Simon Richards; Parish Clerk: Susan Turner. Guest: County Cllr Tim Davies.
2021
29

WELCOME & APOLOGIES
The Chairman opened the meeting and welcomed all present.
Apologies Ian Bowman, Ward Cllr Anne Crampton.

30
ELECTION OF CHAIRMAN 2021/22
AGREED Unanimously to re-elect Paul Burton as Chairman for the coming year.
Chairman’s Acceptance of Office made, signed and witnessed by Clerk.
31

COUNTY AND WARD COUNCILLORS
The Chairman congratulated Tim Davies on his election to County and thanked him
for attending. Cllr Davies introduced himself as did all members of the Parish Council.
Congratulations also to Ward Cllr Anne Crampton on her re-election.

32

PUBLIC SESSION No members of the public present.

33
34

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING of 21st April 2021 agreed and signed.
DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST in items on the Agenda – None.

35
FINANCE
.1
Audit – AGAR 2020/21 Part 2 forms as circulated.
AGREED and signed
i. Exemption from External Audit form APPENDIX I
ii 1. Annual Governance Statement (S1) APPENDIX II.I
2. Accounting Statements (S2). APPENDIX II.II
.2
Natwest current account switch to Metro completed 30th April.
.3
Closure of NatWest business instant access account
ACTION Both signatories required to visit branch.
.4
Parish Precept – Dukes Meadow
Recap Precept request for 2021/22 was calculated to include c35 new Dukes
Meadow homes occupied in January, so an increase agreed at the January meeting of
c32% on 2020/21. This with the intention the Precept payment stayed roughly the
same per household, while achieving extra funding to contribute to proposed
pedestrian refuge islands and ‘village gateways’.
The actual Precept per household as shown on the Council Tax bill increased by
47.7%. (It went down by 10.7% the year before.)
Update The Dukes Meadow houses occupied in January were not added to the
system by the Valuation Office untill 1st April, and so ‘technically excluded’ from
Heckfield’s tax base for this year.
Ongoing The second phase of the Dukes Meadow homes should be added to the
published tax base for next year. Residents will see a decrease in their Precept next
year. (However the intention had been to maintain residents’ contribution at stable
level and avoid the see-sawing in contributions year on year.)
ACTION Clerk to clarify what happens to Dukes Meadow precept payments collected this year.
.5
Insurance renewal Documents circulated.
AGREED Renewal with Zurich for 2021/22. Zurich was competitive on comparisons sought last
year. For this coming year the premium remains the same, at £218.96 including IPT.
For signature (p1 of 3) ..................................................
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36
VILLAGE HALL AND COTTAGES
.1
Cottage renovation Awaiting Conservation Officer Report to LBC application.
.2
Village Hall maintenance
TO DO LIST – Roof tiles and lintel over front entrance.
NOTED Builders very busy and cement shortage.
37
.1
.2

i
AGREED

ii
AGREED
AGREED
AGREED
ACTION
NOTED
iii

AGREED

.3
NOTED
.4

.5

TRAFFIC, HIGHWAYS & RIGHTS OF WAY
B3349 Site visit from Ranil Jayawardena MP and colleagues. Witnessed the Robert
Mays bus arrive and children being dropped off roadside on the B3349.
Pedestrian Safety Projects MS Teams meeting of 25th May (earlier today) with
HCC Traffic Management – attended by Simon Richards, David Hunt and Clerk.
Full notes from the meeting APPENDIX III
Pedestrian refuge islands B3349
Pedestrian refuge islands x 2 confirmed as priority at main B3349 crossing points.
1. Design Engineer visit is next step – utility checks, check feasibility of site,
available width of road, ensure appropriate connections for a crossing point.
2. Design Engineer – all being well – available late summer for site visit and to
assess cost. (Will undertake recce prior to this – asap – if in the area.)
3. HCC additional requirements – safe paths at the approaches to the refuge island
crossing points – both sides to clear an area / provide hard standing / yellow
bollards – to warn drivers of the hazard.
4. Potential show stoppers – utilities (particularly fibre) – width of road – costs
associated with providing hard standing etc.
Village Gateways
White plastic ‘gates’ with Heckfield name-place sign, ‘welcome’ message and
Heckfield emblem. For B3349 and A33, funding permitting.
To uses standard package via HCC and their approved suppliers (most likely Glasdon).
Message with place-name to read ‘Thank you for Driving Carefully’.
Clerk to forward details of preferred designs etc to HCC. APPENDIX IV
Available funding depends on costing for Pedestrian Islands.
Signage Signs previously requested for ‘school bus’ and ‘pedestrians crossing’ don’t
comply here with Dept Transport Regs which specify / regulate the use of signs. The
triangular ‘pedestrian crossing’ signs are only used with zebra crossings.
‘Pedestrian in Road’ signs
These signs can be used on B3349 and A33 – provided associated with areas of
particular pedestrian use. Ideally ‘paired up’ – one approaching the location from each
direction, and associated with ‘slow’ signs in the road. HCC has a small budget for
signage where appropriate. Can progress with the signs independently of other
projects. Should be able to put them up over the summer.
C6 Odiham Road TRO As previously noted, the new 30mph TRO is developerfunded including the 30mph ‘entrance’ signs and ‘30’ on the road.
HCC has negotiated with developer to also provide ‘gateway’-type feature, in the style
of a palisade – row of posts in the verge flanking the signs.
‘Road Racing’ – Wellington roundabout Meeting scheduled for 2nd June for
officers and councillors (Police, Hart, Heckfield, Hants) to discuss options to address
the ‘road racing’ issues. The new Hants PCC Donna Jones has visited the site with
County Cllr Tim Davies.
HCC view is that this is anti-social behaviour – a Police issue – and a migrating
problem. Not an issue that HCC would use ‘road safety’ measures to address. A
‘buildout’ or any form of built restriction to traffic here does not meet their safety-led
criteria. They would not provide a feature which could cause an additional hazard.
FP 8 Coldpiece Farm HCC Countryside Services team has (today) created an
access gap in the roadside hedge, field corner by bungalow opposite Kiln Farm – and
installed a FP fingerpost sign. This is close to the route as shown on the definitive map.
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.6

.8
NOTED

Priority Cutting schedule Email from Countryside Access 22nd April:
‘We have added Heckfield Footpath 5 and 503 (Barossa Farm Restricted Byway), to
our in-house Ranger Teams jobs; 502 and 10 have been allocated to our contractor;
all four paths are due to be cut in June.’
Lengthsman Schedule Coldpiece Wood and A32 Old Road – Church Lane North and
South – and to the New Inn – to be scheduled for Lengthman to cut.
Verge to Heckfield Roundabout To access the ‘Village Green’.
Requires the hedge cutting back – a job for end of year.

38
.1
.2

PLANNING
Parish Planning Applications APPENDIX V
Cherry Tree Farm Appeal for on-site agricultural workers’ dwelling

.7

20/01274/FUL (Appeal on non-determination) Cherry Tree Farm, Chandlers Green. Erection of
an agricultural workers dwelling with associated landscaping and car parking. Appeal Ref:
APP/N1730/W/20/3257541. Hearing 27th April via MS Teams. Subsequent Farm Visit.

.3

.4
39
.1

.2

Hearing attended by Stephen Harnett and Clerk. The Clerk confirmed the Parish
Council position remained as its written submission. Stephen spoke as a neighbour in
support of the Appeal.
Hart had dropped their opposition on grounds of viability – now agreeing as
marginally viable. However the argument re ‘need’ was re-visited. The Hart
representative argued that change in farming operation (notably no suckler herd)
altered the balance of the argument. Cherry Tree Farm was supported regarding the
excellence of their farming practices and animal welfare standards.
There was also a question re the alternative SANG provision not being officially
confirmed. The Inspector will await clarification on this before making a decision.
Bramshill House has been reportedly sold as a private dwelling – together with
Warbrook House (hotel). Cllr Davies noted Bramshill House is the only Jacobean
mansion in England retaining its original style.
Wellington Riding LDC application – ‘Use of land for the temporary stabling of
horses.’ David Hunt to circulate his comments on traffic impact.
FURTHER REPORTS
Churchyard Maintenance Simon Richards is working with Church Warden James
Trumpeter. Orders have been placed re the Oak palisade (£1,542) and Chestnut
fencing (£2,060). Parish Council agreed to fund 50% (£1801). APPENDIX VI
Police Liaison meeting of 29th April. From PCSO Nick Greenwood Report:
‘Following on from our meeting on 29/04/2021 a decision has been made to renew our current
community priority – vehicle related nuisance. We have made good progress on this issue
since the beginning of February with targeted policing activity in response to both on and off
road nuisance. Action has been taken in relation to both issues with enforcement, education
and dissuasion being used to deter offences. We are now working with our partners in Forestry
England, the local authority and the private sector to identify a long term resolution to both
issues. I am confident that further progress will have been made by the end of July.’

.3

.4
40

Next meeting 2nd August, 7pm via Teams.
Bramshill Road Triangle Tim Davies noted the three posts at the Triangle on the
Bramshill Road – designed to make cars break their speed before turning left – aren’t
easily visible. To include in LM schedule to clean. APPENDIX VII
Village Event Simon Richards to arrange 27th June. Agreed expenses £150.
NEXT PARISH COUNCIL MEETING TBA in August.

Meeting closed 9.30pm with thanks to all present
For signature (p3 of 3) .............................................. Date .................................
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APPENDIX I AGAR PART 2 – 2020-21 – EXEMPTION FROM EXTERNAL AUDIT
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APPENDIX III.I

NOTES FOR MEETING HCC TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
Thursday 25th May, 2pm via MS Teams

D

RA

FT

PRESENT Hants Traffic Management, Andy Smith (Team Leader, Safer Roads);
Parish Councillors, David Hunt, Simon Richards; Clerk Susan Turner.
1
To manage expectations
2
To discuss the Community Funded initiative.
.1
Launched in 2016 (same year as HCC’s current safety-led policy). In these few years
increasingly popular, mostly with Parish Councils, but also other community groups.
.2
But it does mean more work load. CF programme has to run alongside HCC’s funded
programme, which has to be a clear priority. The CF programme has to taken second
place. It is managed on an ongoing, rolling basis, as can be fitted in, not according to
financial year – obvious reasons.
.3
Recently some schemes have been delayed, just about to allocate last few of those
previously-approved schemes to a Design Engineer (DE).
3
For Heckfield scheme looking to end summer for the DE initial work. Hesitant to give
time scales because the nature of job of Traffic Management is has to be reactive on a
daily basis. The CF works do slip. End of summer for DE work is a best guess.
4
DE work involves utility checks, measure road, check feasibility of site, make sure
appropriate connections for a crossing point. There are standard drawing for islands
but sometimes standard doesn’t fit. Not rocket science but need to get an engineer to
site to enable an estimate of cost.
5
Also need to speak to Highways, who are not big fans of refuge islands on A & B
roads. Can be issues of winter maintenance. Traffic Management receives guidelines
from Highways, but there are Refuge Islands on higher class roads.
6
Design Engineers PC noted that Ranil Jayawardena MP made a site visit. His
suggestion that, a shortage of design resources holding things up, what about the
Parish releasing funds for additional contractors to accelerate the process.
Answer: Would like to save the Parish the money. CFI isn’t a money-making exercise
for HCC, fees are based on the cost of the scheme. If the Parish Council undertook the
work independently, would be paying external rates and even if used ‘in house’
engineers, they would be charged out at a higher rate. Transport Planning and some
Design Consultants hire out design teams, but for a scheme like this would likely take
the whole funding for the scheme. And even if took this route it’s unlikely to be a
priority over other work. From perspective of both time and funding outsourcing is
unlikely to be a good option.
7
Package of measures To consider what we can do with the funding available, and
depending on the funds the PC has.
Recommendation to look at a package of measures including:
1 refuge islands (two islands ideally to be considered as one scheme);
2 improving existing signs;
3 ‘gateways’.
.1
IF this is what the local community would like? Recognise that communities have
mixed views. Gateways are popular with some, others think them a waste of time.
(HCC experience – gateways are good.) Some communities are opposed to additional
signage. The Parish Council’s position is taken to be representing community wishes.
.2
Re signage – their use is fixed, very restricted as to what can do, Dept Transport Regs
have to be complied with.
.3
Gateways are informal, their use less restricted providing placed where safe and away
from the edge of the road. If it is felt that Heckfield is invisible from the road then
place-name on a conspicuous gate feature could be a good measure. They are not
intended as a magic wand to reduce speed, it is more about raising driver awareness.
.4
Various suppliers, have used Glasdon over recent years. Also J.A.C.S are reasonably
competitive. If the PC could give a steer on preferred style. Would recommend white
for a B road, recycled plastic is required on roads over 30mph as need to be ‘safety
passive’ ie not a hazard if hit.
ACTION PC.
.5
To consider message for nameplate and emblem / coat of arms.
ACTION PC.

2

APPENDIX III.II

Refuge island 1 – point where B3349 bisects the Old Road. This is where the school
bus stops. Southbound in the morning by School Lane, Northbound in the evening on
roadside at entrance to path Old Road Church Lane South. Children have to cross one
way or the other – no safety measures for children, no warning for drivers –
dangerous and more so when dark.
AGREED this refuge island the priority.
Makes sense from HCC point of view as connecting routes in both directions. HCC
cautious about provision to promote crossing where not fully connecting footways in
both directions – Strategic Transport view – need provision for access on both sides.
SO HCC would like to see safe paths at the approaches to the refuge island crossing
points – both sides to clear an area / provide hard standing / yellow bollards – to
warn drivers of the hazard. Makes sense to provide the refuge island directly opposite
the entrance to Old Road Church Lane South then extend the hard standing path
provision at the School Lane side where the verge is much wider.
9.
Refuge island 2 where Heckfield FP 4 crosses the road.
AGREED this refuge island the second priority.
This second crossing point is some 200m north of Island 1. Andy wished to double
check that people not walking up or down the road either side, from North or South,
to cross at this point. If such use is regular then connecting footways either side
would be needed. If minimal then not a worry, the focus will be on the crossing point.
PC noted that people may walk to access the cemetery. Andy suggested hard
standing at the cemetery side and some foliage clearing. He noted that – when
proving hard standing – drainage can be an issue – requirement to look at runoff and
gullies. Once start providing new drainage facilities can get very expensive.
Consensus that this should not be required but up to a design engineer to look at.
10.
Level of use at the crossing points Andy has the detail of the request for refuge
islands from last year including description of their use. Has the Parish undertaken a
formal survey of how many pedestrian use the crossing points?
PC confirmed not a formal survey. Estimated 20 school age children in the Village, and
with dog walkers and runners estimate 40-50 people per day use the crossing points.
Andy noted that helpful to have confirmation that this is for ‘general provision’ – ie
that the route is used regularly throughout the day rather than just at the school run
times. Safety concerns for any ‘formal’ crossing point – not to install at a school site.
Can be considered a safety hazard if not used at other times as drivers will presume
that outside school-run hours no-one will be crossing. Doesn’t need to be large
numbers but ongoing use a good thing – and the more the better.
11
Plan B Potential show stoppers are – utilities – cost of providing hard standing etc –
width of road, have to make sure unimpeded access for heavy traffic, sufficient width
for large vehicles to safely pass with people on the island in the middle. Some utilities
can be moved at reasonable cost, fibre not so. If width is an issue Plan B may be to
go ahead with the other measures – hard standing and bollards – without the island.
12
Gateway Locations
TO NOTE Provision subject to available funding once the refuge islands have been costed
.1
Southbound between Coldpiece Wood Permissive Path entrance and Church Lane –
where the verge is wide, not to conflict with existing signs, good visibility, high
impact, breaks the driver’s line of sight.
.2
Northbound approaching New Inn. Replace and relocate existing ‘Heckfield’ sign to
position of max visibility. (Plus consider relative to new ‘pedestrian in road’ sign.) HCC
to check out extent of Highways rights here – will forward copy of map.
.3
A33 eastbound approaching Malthouse Lane corner
13
Signage HCC has small budget for signage.
.1
Previous discussion last year – PC had requested school bus and pedestrian crossing
signs which hadn’t been possible. (The standard triangular pedestrian crossing sign is
only for a zebra crossing.) Also horse and rider and deer signs which had been
possible but not pursued. (PC noted that [Highfield Farm?] stopped taking horses out
on B3349 because too dangerous.)
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APPENDIX III.III

To consider ‘Pedestrians in Road’ signs
i
A33 Possible on A33 approaching Malthouse Lane corner from both directions.
(Ideal to pair up and have one either side the bend.) Good practice to associate
triangular signs with ‘SLOW’ signs in the road. (Though sometimes happens that
SLOW signs not repainted in same place.) Also, though required to follow Dept
Transport Regs, sometimes the situation on the ground makes that difficult. Do
need to get someone out on site.
Note of caution re these signs. Need to be associated with areas of particular
pedestrian use, eg at each end of a footway, otherwise where to stop putting
them in rural areas? – always potential for someone to be walking along the road.
Overuse reduces any impact they may have.
ii B3349 from Old Road Church Lane North to new Coldpiece Wood path – again a
sign for both directions.
iii B3349 south of School Lane to Laundry Lane.
.3
Considerations
i
Always good to use existing posts where possible, encouraged to ‘declutter’.
However should not conflict with existing signage.
ii Some people are averse to signs, try to avoid putting them adjacent to houses.
iii Can install ‘Pedestrians in Road’ signs as job in itself independently of the other
schemes – likely can get them up some time during the summer.
14
Further Questions
.1
Re the Traffic Safety impact of equestrian events (reference current Wellington Riding
LDC application for temporary stabling for two large international events).
Andy noted that as a general ‘rule of thumb’ – the more traffic on the road, normally,
the slower the speed, so in this respect not such a bad thing. Understand that not
necessarily want more traffic, but in terms of maintaining lower speeds it has a
positive effect.
.2
Re considering a review of the speed limit A speed limit review may be triggered in
response to new development. Should this ever be the case, there would be a review
of the whole route – should it comes to point that there is sufficient new development
to prompt it. The Police would not support unless self-enforcing, either due to
increased volume of traffic, or developer-funded measures to reduce speed.
.3
Existing speeds In theory – if the average speed is 50 on a 60mph road – makes
sense to reduce to 50. Considering the arguments...
Has to be justification for a TRO. If the traffic is doing 50mph anyway, in cost
justification terms, what is the point?
The point is to confirm the norm and remind other drivers.
But implementing a TRO is costly, in reality it’s not going to happen. And in any case
no funding, since 2016, budgets taken away.
.4
TRO not just a matter of hanging out signs.
Requirement to consult Roads Policing Unit (Hants North). If Police don’t support
it’s a non-starter.
Then to consult County member before formal advertising and public consultation.
This is according to Dept Transport Regulations.
Signs and road markings are fairly low cost, but cost is in making the Order in
terms of advertising, consulting / legal and staff time.
Traffic Management does consider patterns and causation of accidents from police
data, and there is usually not a pattern of speed-related factors. More often a result of
other driver error factors, distractions.
If future checks of police data show increases in accidents on any stretch of the
B3349, it may be that a new speed limit may be considered, but more likely other
measure needed as well. Usually it is not just the case of the speed limit.
15
Concluding Comments So for the time being and through the summer, if any new
thinking on the types of feature, and locations, to let HCC know. HCC will confirm
when an engineer is available. This will be the time for a site meeting.
Meeting closed at 3.40pm.
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APPENDIX IV

Note to source
Heckfield emblem
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APPENDIX V

PLANNING UPDATE – HECKFIELD – 24th MAY 2021
21/01148/LDC (Validated 4 May 2021) Wellington Riding Stables. Use of land for the temporary
stabling of horses
21/01088/HOU (Validated 19 May 2021) Beeches, Bramshill Road, Heckfield. Demolition of
conservatory and erection of a single storey side, front and rear extensions. New
dormer window with terrace area to side elevation and replacement of existing
dormer window with new dormer window to side elevation. Changes to existing
external finishes.
21/00859/FUL and 21/00874/LBC (Granted 24th May, Validated 29 Mar 2021) Highfield Park,
Church Lane. Construction of a gazebo.
21/00788/FUL (Granted 5th May) Park Farm, Bramshill Road, Heckfield. Erection of a food and
beverage kiosk.
21/00494/LBC (Pending, Validated 04 Mar 2021) 20 Church Lane, Heckfield. To repair, renovate
and decorate the interior, including the fitting of a new kitchen and bathroom. Also to
replace the LPG boiler with an LPG combi boiler enabling the removal of the hot water
cylinder. Associated radiators to be renovated/replaced. Complete rewiring starting
from new circuit breaker board. Parish Council response: ‘HPC is very supportive of
necessary works being done to the Cottage this spring/summer.’ AGREED EXPIRY
DATE 7TH JUNE.
21/00478/FUL (Refused 22nd April) Cherry Tree Farm, Chandlers Green. Erection of an
agricultural workers dwelling with associated landscaping and car parking. Previous
Parish Council response updated, resubmitted.
21/00266/FUL (Refuse 4th May, Validated 03 Feb 2021) Cold Piece Farm. Erection of 10
floodlights, each 8m tall, around the existing manage - retrospective, to replace the 8
approved floodlights.
'Any lighting approved be minimal (shielded and directed) in keeping with rural nature
of area, dark skies, and mindful of impact on wildlife and neighbours.'
21/00342/LDC (Granted 14th May, Validated 05 Feb 2021) Whitewater House Bramshill Road
Heckﬁeld. Excavation and installation of a concrete swimming pool with surrounding
patio area and associated pump house.
20/01905/PREAPP (Pending, Validated 13 Aug 2020) Whitewater Stables, Bramshill Road,
Heckfield RG27 0LA Replacement dwelling
20/01274/FUL (Appeal on non-determination) Cherry Tree Farm, Chandlers Green. Erection of
an agricultural workers dwelling with associated landscaping and car parking. Appeal
Ref: APP/N1730/W/20/3257541. Comments submitted to PINS (8th March)
confirming PC comments originally submitted to Hart.
HEARING 27TH APRIL 10AM - MS TEAMS – AWAITING INSPECTOR DECISION
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